
JIRR Reviewer Training
Welcome! Grab a snack and a seat!



Questions for Today
❏ How do you give good feedback?

❏ What’s the structure of these reviews?

❏ How do you use the framework?

❏ How do you write a useful review letter?

❏ Any other questions?



How to Review
❏ Read through the entire submission

❏ Make note of key points, anything that stands out

❏ Read the review framework

❏ Make notes in the review framework 

❏ Write the Review Letter

❏ Upload to OJS



Giving Good Feedback
❏ Feedback provided should discuss the submission’s

❏ Strengths: what did they do well?
❏ Weaknesses and Opportunities: what may still be lacking in the submission?
❏ Questions or hesitations: what are you still unsure about? Why? 
❏ Recommendations: how might the submission be improved?

❏ The main purpose of the review process is not evaluative, it’s constructive.
❏ Good feedback is:

❏ Respectful and charitable
❏ Clear, directed, and detailed
❏ Constructive and helpful! Gives suggestions for what to do better

❏ The feedback you provide directs the author’s revisions. Be respectful!



Giving Good Feedback
Not great feedback:

● I hate your use of the word “knowledge” here.
● Why didn’t you feel like you needed to expand 

on this? You sound stupid.
● This is awful.
● Your grammar sucks, learn to use commas 

properly.
● Your opinions are wrong, mine are right and so 

this paper is the worst.

Constructive, respectful feedback

● When you used the word “knowledge” here, it seems 
to have a different definition than other places. Why 
did you use it this way?

● I’m not sure exactly what you meant by this section. 
Could you expand on this?

● [rude] [don’t do this]
● There were some areas where your grammar was 

confusing. Fixing your comma usage (noted in the 
submission) would help with clarity. 

● I understand that part, but I disagree with this section. 
What justification do you have for making that 
conclusion?



Submission Guidelines 
What you’ll be reading are…

● Submissions that apply multiple disciplinary perspectives in understanding a particular topic 
○ For example, an investigation of work-life balance at a firm using both econometric and sociological methods

● Submissions that combine stakeholder knowledge and academic disciplinary knowledge in 
understanding a particular topic
○ For example, an evaluation of how social institutions can act as a central gathering location for activism, using historical 

analysis and the accounts of present-day activists
● Submissions that combine knowledge derived from identity and lived experience and academic 

disciplinary knowledge
○ For example, how rewilding efforts in local parks are designed and presented, from the perspectives of local Indigenous 

people and governmental reports
● Submissions that reflect upon integration/cross-disciplinarity in theory or in practice

○ For example, an analysis of how knowledge derived from stakeholders, social location, and academic disciplines are or 
can be better integrated in the discussion of racial inequity at a university



Reviewing Framework
Key Terms
Ways of knowing: The norms, values, and established practices that inform what and how communities generate 
knowledge. Communities often include, but are not limited to, academic disciplines and cultural groups with distinct 
traditional knowledge. And, knowledge perspectives informed by identity and lived experiences.

Integrate: Bring together. This could include combining the products of research from different domains; or, 
bringing together insights, methods, or analyses from multiple disciplines to approach a topic from a unique 
perspective. 

Methods of integration: The ways submissions draw on different aspects of multiple disciplines or ways of knowing, 
such as their methods, concepts, or forms of evidence. 



Reviewing Framework
❏ Answer the questions by marking strengths and improvements
❏ Aimed towards giving improvements. If you’re missing X, then include X
❏ Use the comment space

Check-Plus/Minus System
  ✓+ Exemplary: no revisions; scholarly level
   ✓ Good: few revisions; we expect most submissions to be around here on most points
  ✓- Fair: some substantive revision required to get to the ✓ territory and be acceptable
   X Lacking/Absent: The expectation isn’t met, or major/structural changes would be required
   0 Not relevant



Communication and Clarity
❏ Does the submission provide clearly stated and compelling goals, such as a thesis, 

main idea, aim, or objective? Consider both the statements themselves and their 
motivation. In the comments section here, underline the thesis or statement of goals.

❏ Is the submission well-organized, with a logical flow (or if not, is this structure 
intentional and justified)?

❏ Do points support each other, leading to constructive conclusions?

❏ Is the submission easy to follow, with consistent and effective signposting 
throughout? Does the author outline their points at the outset, follow through in the 
order and structure presented, and summarize their points and connections to the 
submission’s goals?



Communication and Clarity
❏ Are works cited current as in accordance with what is appropriate in the discipline(s) 

or ways of knowing involved, with a consistent referencing style?

❏ Is the submission free from spelling/grammatical errors? Please mark any errors 
on the submission.

❏ Is language used clearly and thoughtfully?

❏ Is the writing well-edited and appropriate for undergraduate audiences? Mark any 
confusing, unclear, or specialized language that is not defined. 

❏ Is the submission intellectually generous, i.e., is all relevant background described 
fairly and accessibly for people unfamiliar with the involved ways of knowing?



Thesis: 
Informed patients bring useful information and expertise to 
their relationship with physicians, but are often distrusted. 
Through understanding the nature of expertise and trust 
relationships between patients and physicians, we may 
improve medical policy and practice through encouraging 
uptake of information from both physicians and patients.

Comments:
- 6.3: could be more clearly indicated in some places 
- 6.4: This signposting makes the rest of your paper 

very easy to follow, and helps me understand your 
goals better.

- 6.9: yes in most places, but not all 
- Without any knowledge of Epstein's account 

of AIDS treatment, this point is lost on me. 
Could you explain in further detail how this 
example impacts and advances theories of 
expertise?

Communication and Clarity: Example Framework



Knowledge and Understanding
❏ Does the submission clearly display accurate working knowledge of a breadth of 

current and ongoing research that is relevant to the areas of inquiry identified?
❏ Does the submission draw novel connections between works, to their project, and to 

other ongoing projects?
❏ Does the submission demonstrate knowledge of many relevant constructive 

arguments and objections? 
❏ Does the submission properly cite all points that are not the author’s own?



Knowledge and Understanding: Example Framework

Comments:
- Provides overview of different forms of trust in literature
- Seems to demonstrate a strong understanding of the literatures, most points are grounded in/connected back to epistemology of trust 
- Does not appear to engage with objections. The second paragraph of Assessing Expertise and Trustworthiness would be a great place to 

bring up objections to the point you're making and address them. You could do this by thinking about what Collins and Evans might say 
about the points you've made here, and respond to what you think they might say.

- There are some points that aren’t well-defined. In the expertise section, you talk about “weaker” forms of expertise. In what way are they 
weaker? Is the "weaker" aspect coming from Collins & Evans, or from your analysis of their work?

- Some missing citations (noted in-text)



Application 
❏ Are the methods described explicitly and accessibly? 

Note: for submissions that do not conduct empirical research, methods refers to the 
decisions made in the construction of an argument by drawing on sources and ideas. 

❏ Are the methods used justified and well-aligned with the goals of the project? 
Note: a description of possible alternate methods can mark an exceptional submission. 

❏ Are limitations and confounding factors discussed? 
If you have any concerns or questions about the quality or suitability of data or other 
evidence, please include them here.
Note: an exceptional submission will also identify the values embedded in their 
methodological choices. 



Application: Your Turn
❏ Are the methods described explicitly and accessibly? 

Note: for submissions that do not conduct empirical research, methods refers to the 
decisions made in the construction of an argument by drawing on sources and ideas. 

❏ Are the methods used justified and well-aligned with the goals of the project? 
Note: a description of possible alternate methods can mark an exceptional submission. 

❏ Are limitations and confounding factors discussed? 
If you have any concerns or questions about the quality or suitability of data or other 
evidence, please include them here.
Note: an exceptional submission will also identify the values embedded in their 
methodological choices. 



Application: Example Framework

Comments:
- Methods are appropriate for scope and goals
- Methods section is very clear 
- One alternative is briefly discussed. 
- Limitations and confounding factors not discussed. Are there any perspectives that are missing from this argument (limitations of your 

methods) that should be addressed?
- Even if it's just talking about what you won't address, discussing your limitations and how your methods impact your scope is great.



Analysis
❏ Does the submission substantially engage with relevant scholarship and perspectives, enriching their 

submission with fair, constructive, and appropriately critical discussion?
❏ Are the conclusions strongly supported across the disciplinary perspectives or ways of knowing 

involved?
❏ Have most significant potential objections been addressed, with the conclusions tempered as 

appropriate?
❏ Does the submission give interesting insights into the project’s process or content under 

consideration through methods of integration? 
Note: this is not a requirement, but marks a stronger submission.

❏ Do the insights and conclusions contribute to solving the issue identified as motivation for the work? 
Note: problems are complex! Submissions are not expected to provide comprehensive solutions to 
real-world problems, but should follow through on what they set out to do in their opening.

Methods of integration: The ways submissions draw on different aspects of 
multiple disciplines or ways of knowing, such as their methods, concepts, or 
forms of evidence. 



Analysis: Your Turn
❏ Does the submission substantially engage with relevant scholarship and perspectives, enriching their 

submission with fair, constructive, and appropriately critical discussion?
❏ Are the conclusions strongly supported across the disciplinary perspectives or ways of knowing 

involved?
❏ Have most significant potential objections been addressed, with the conclusions tempered as 

appropriate?
❏ Does the submission give interesting insights into the project’s process or content under 

consideration through methods of integration? 
Note: this is not a requirement, but marks a stronger submission.

❏ Do the insights and conclusions contribute to solving the issue identified as motivation for the work? 
Note: problems are complex! Submissions are not expected to provide comprehensive solutions to 
real-world problems, but should follow through on what they set out to do in their opening.

Methods of integration: The ways submissions draw on different aspects of 
multiple disciplines or ways of knowing, such as their methods, concepts, or 
forms of evidence. 



Analysis: Example Framework
Comments: 

- Application of the theories to the 
specific case of doctor-patient 
relationships is great! The paragraphs in 
the Expertise section might be easier to 
follow if you outlined the forms of 
expertise at the start.

- Does not address potential objections, 
e.g., possibility of patients undermining 
the diagnosis with misinformation, or of 
making the process less time-efficient 
by opening consultations up to dialogue 

- Very interesting and critical 
engagement with diverse scholarship 



Integration pt.1
Ways of knowing: The norms, values, and established practices that inform what and how communities generate knowledge. 
Communities often include, but are not limited to, academic disciplines and cultural groups with distinct traditional 
knowledge. And, knowledge perspectives informed by identity and lived experiences.

Integrate: Bring together. This could include combining the products of research from different domains; or, bringing 
together insights, methods, or analyses from multiple disciplines to approach a topic from a unique perspective. 

❏ Does the submission explicitly indicate where different disciplinary perspectives or 
ways of knowing are drawn upon or integrated in the project? 

❏ Are the methods of integration appropriate for the project? Consider the disciplines, 
ways of knowing, goals, research questions, theoretical perspectives, and methods 
involved.



❏ Does the author show intention and careful justification in/of their methods of integration? 
Note: this is an element of a stronger submission.

❏ Does the author recognize and fairly discuss the benefits and challenges of an integrative 
approach they encountered in their process? 
Note: this is not a requirement, but marks an exceptional submission.

❏ Does the author generate meaningful insights about the disciplines or ways of knowing 
involved? 
Note: this is not a requirement, but marks an exceptional submission.

❏ Does the author’s use of methods and integrations impact the scope of the project’s content or 
context, or demonstrate adaptation to different ways of knowing? 
In other words, how does the author’s choice of disciplines and ways of knowing change the 
questions that can be asked or the methods that can be used?

Integration pt.2



Integration: Example Framework
Comments: 

Author explains integrative methods in the outline 
and occasionally indicates where different 
disciplinary perspectives are drawn upon in the 
body of the paper 

- In the methods section, justifying why those 
different theories/disciplines/experiences are used in 
the construction of the argument is awesome!

- In the second paragraph of Trust, you're integrating 
disciplinary perspectives with stakeholder 
knowledge. Well aligned with the goals of the 
project, so it would be great if you were more 
explicit about your integration

- Under Physician-Patient Relationships, explaining 
what kind of expertise the patient exhibits in the 
scenarios listed here would be a great way of 
explicitly noting your integration

- Given the length of the paper, methods were 
appropriate, but others could be used in an 
expansion to better answer the questions. Actually 
putting the conclusions into conversation (through 
their assumptions, values, methods, etc.). 



Creation
❏ Does the submission present new advances to the existing literature or problems addressed in 

the submission?

❏ Does the author's deployment of theories or methods make a creative (novel, interesting, or 
innovative) contribution to existing literature in the context?

❏ Does the submission draw meaningfully upon all disciplines and ways of knowing involved? 
Note: see paper metadata on OJS for the disciplines and ways of knowing the author has identified.

❏ Does the author reflect upon barriers to their project (e.g., personal, communicative, affective, 
institutional) and how they influenced the project? 
Note: this is not a requirement, but marks an exceptional submission.



Creation: Example Framework
Comments: 

- Diverse perspectives are brought into a 
dialogue that advances the topic under 
consideration 

- Ways of knowing are social epistemology 
(philosophy), healthcare, sociology, and 
case studies from informed patients 
(stakeholders)

- The author could’ve been more critical of 
the understandings and perspectives from 
the different source disciplines, instead of 
just using them as content more uncritically

- Outlining next steps in the conclusion is a 
great way to highlight where your 
contributions and engagement lie within the 
existing literature



Review Letter and Submission Designation
❏ Submission summary

❏ Overarching comments

❏ General evaluation

❏ Recommendation and Confidence Level



Submission Summary
❏ The central issue or problem the submission addresses;
❏ The ways of knowing involved, which can be disciplinary, stakeholder, or situated, 

e.g., physics, ecology, indigenous ways of knowing, identity as a disabled person;
❏ What academic conversations in the literature or problem space is the submission a 

part of? 
❏ The argument or position of the submission (note: for more exploratory works, a 

summary of the investigation and discussion may be more appropriate);
❏ The methods, data, and integrative practices involved (see Framework for details);
❏ The insights, conclusions, or questions for further research.



Overarching Comments
❏ We expect these to be about anything consistent or significant within the submission. 

This is not limited to critiques -- strengths of the submission should be discussed 
to provide a review aligned with the recommendation. 

❏ The main purpose of this section is to assist the author in knowing what they should 
continue to do well and how they should revise. As such, keep this section focused on 
constructive suggestions. 

❏ The recommendations you provide will structure the author’s revisions before the 
submission can be accepted to JIRR. Ensure you are respectful throughout.



General Evaluation
The general evaluation justifies your recommendation of the submission’s suitability for 
JIRR. Please do not state your recommended submission designation anywhere in the 
Reviewer Letter. 
❏ What contributions to the problem or surrounding scholarship does it make?
❏ Why is the submission relevant to JIRR? (Feel free to consult the submission 

guidelines at jirr.ca, under For Authors.)
❏ What are the strengths of the submission?
❏ What hesitations do you have about the submission, and what suggestions do you 

have to address them?
❏ Does the submission leave you with any remaining questions?



Recommendation: Accept, accept with revisions, resubmit for review, or decline.
❏ Decline: submission is not suitable for publication in JIRR. You may choose this designation 

because the submission is not well-suited for JIRR or because it is generally of such poor quality 
that it would require massive restructuring or re-writing to be acceptable.  

❏ Resubmit for review: the submission will not be accepted to this edition of JIRR but may, with 
major revisions, be suitable for a future edition. This designation indicates potential.

❏ Accept with revisions: the submission is overall strong and well-suited to JIRR, but would 
benefit from revisions before publication. 

❏ Accept: an exemplary submission well-suited for publication. There may be some revisions or 
suggestions to further improve it, but these should not be significant or extensive. 

Recommendation



Confidence Level: Confidence in your recommendation for the submission from 1-7, and justification 
for your stated confidence level. 
❏ Justification may include your: 

❏ familiarity with the involved disciplines or ways of knowing, 
❏ understanding of the submission’s language and structure, 
❏ practice with involved methods, values and biases, or 
❏ anything else you feel is relevant. 

❏ Levels:
❏ 1 = I am very unsure about my understanding of and recommendations for the submission. 
❏ 3 = I am confident in some of my understanding of the submission and recommendations. 
❏ 5 = I am quite confident in my understanding, critiques, and recommendations. 
❏ 7 = I am highly confident in my recommendation for the submission. 

Confidence 



Questions?
❏ How do you give good feedback?

❏ What’s the structure of these reviews?

❏ How do you use the framework?

❏ How do you write a useful review letter?

❏ Any other questions?


